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MJ Insurance!
From Left: Morgan Duffy, Pam McDonald, Bonnie Uber, and Stephanie Jokl

Prevail has named MJ Insurance as their most recent Hero of the Month.
At the end of 2019, MJ Insurance chose Prevail as one of their Charities of Choice. This
honor comes after MJ associates nominate, advocate for, and select their charity through a
voting process. This allows MJ team members to take a more focused and active approach
to support the charity itself.
At that time, Prevail was honored to have the first volunteer group from MJ come in and set
up for a Support Group Graduation Celebration. The team went above and beyond
providing decorations, gift bags, celebration meals, and even treats for Odle! The attention
provided by MJ Insurance made the recent graduates feel extra special, as they left with
full tummies and goodies to enjoy. Following this initial interaction, COVID prevented much
of the in-person interaction that would have been a part of this partnership. However, MJ
employees have continued to go above and beyond to serve Prevail and their clients. They
have sponsored every single support group graduation and have continued to provide
meals, desserts, and gifts for every participant. In addition to providing graduations, MJ
advocated for Prevail to be a beneficiary of their Together4Impact partnership, resulting in a
generous donation. MJ employees also adopted a Prevail family at Christmas time and
ensured they had everything on their wish list from Santa! Overall, MJ employees have
been supportive, connected, passionate, and dependable all year long – in spite of all the
ways that a worldwide pandemic has made that challenging!
MJ exists to inspire the success, fulfillment and wellbeing of each person it serves:
associates and their families, business partners, clients and the community. Prevail is
extremely grateful for the partnership with MJ Insurance and is thrilled to name them our
Hero of the Month!!

Thank you MJ! You are our heroes!

